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The London Antique Arms Fair
We’re moving to a new home!

In 2020 we’ll be relocating to the RAF Museum,
Hendon, London NW9 5LL
Fair dates for 2020 are:
Spring fair – 21st March (103rd fair)
Autumn fair – 26th September (104th fair)
It’s a great new venue with lots to see and do – we
look forwards to seeing you there!
Organiser: John Wilson Tel: 07941477043
Email: john.wilson.antiques@gmail.com
www.antiquearmsfairsltd.co.uk

The London Antique
Arms Fair
Autumn 2019
The London Antique Arms Fair
is promoted and organised by
John Wilson Antiques
LAAF, P.O. Box 174,
Leeds LS10 9EU
Telephone: 07941477043.
Email: john.wilson.antiques@gmail.com.
Website: www.antiquearmsfairltd.co.uk
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Cannon and artillery for hire for film industry, TV, theatre, concerts and gun salutes.
John Slough of London have been in the business of restoration and conservation of cannon and artillery of all periods for over 40 years.
The film industry’s increasing need for blank firing big guns with experienced armourers and firing team means we now have a dedicated stock of
period cannon and artillery ready for hire as well as the ability to produce any custom made piece for individual requirements.

9 Pdr RML Field gun

18 pdr QF Field gun

Complete on period field carriage

Complete on its original field carriage

200 muzzle loading cannon and mortars

24 pdr reproduction cast iron Scottish carronades

Used for the Battle Proms concerts

Complete on period carriage

John Slough of London, Master Gunmaker, The Old Forge, Peterchurch, Hereford HR2 0SD
Tel: 07775 643 762 Email: john@artilleryhire.com www.artilleryhire.com
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Welcome to the 102nd
London Antique Arms Fair
As regular attendees know this event is held twice yearly – normally in March or early April and then in September
or early October. Those same attendees will also be aware that The Hotel Ibis, Earls Court has been the chosen
venue for the fair for a considerable number of years with many successful events having taken place here.
However all things come to an eventual end and a number of factors led me to begin the search this year for a
new site to hold the UK’s longest running arms fair. The very success of the hotel was a key factor – it’s popularity
as both a business conference centre and a fantastic venue for weddings has resulted in the availability of suitable
dates being severely restricted – with no suitable dates for 2020 on offer. The second factor was a result of their
popularity. The hotel informed me in June of a substantial rise in prices for next year which would have resulted in
higher table fees as the increase could not have been borne in any other way. The third factor – and the one
which would have required a move in the near future regardless of the first two – is the soon to occur expansion of
the London Congestion Charge area and the addition of a new ‘Ultra Low Emission Zone’ (ULEZ) area within which
it will be punitively expensive to bring any vehicle operating on petrol or diesel. This is to come into force in stages
and will be fully implemented by 2022.
I have to say at this point that the hotel staff I have had contact with since taking over the fair have been extremely
helpful and I can’t thank them enough for all the assistance they have provided. It has been a pleasure working
with them and I wish them every success for the future.
This brings us to the big announcement. After investigating, phoning, and visiting various sites around London – all
outside of the planned ULEZ – we have now reached agreement with The RAF Museum, Hendon. This is a
fantastic venue with 300+ car parking spaces alongside a truly wonderful display of planes and military vehicles and
equipment and visitors to our event will also be able to make full use of all that the museum has to offer.
Our first event at this new venue will be on 21st March 2020. We very much hope you’ll be there to join us!

John Wilson
Chairman

THE LONDON ANTIQUE ARMS FAIR GUIDE
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John Gray: Gunmaker
Edinburgh & Dublin
by David Stroud
John Gray scroll engraved lockplate.
Photography courtesy of Bonhams.

John Gray, a Scot, is well documented as a gun maker through the Dublin trades directories
in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, yet little was known about him. It would appear
that John Gray moved from Edinburgh to Dublin in the early 1770’s and this may have been
through a previous connection with Lewis Alley, another Dublin based gun maker, who not
only learnt his trade within various gun houses in London but also possibly in Scotland. The
Gray family was a well established arms establishment in Edinburgh. Refer to: Scottish Arms
Makers by Charles E. Whitelaw, Published by Arms and Armour Press, 1977. It is highly
probable that “Lew” Alley took on John Gray as a working gun maker following his term with
the Gray family in Edinburgh, thereby returning the favour and allowing John Gray to broaden
his knowledge of the gun making industry in Dublin, Ireland and ultimately open his own
business establishment in this city.
As can be seen from the newspaper
advertisement from 1776, (Fig 1) John
“Grey” (sic) was clearly engaged in the
employ of Lewis Alley who had relocated
in Cork Hill in 1776 following his move
from No.17 Great Ship Street, Dublin.
(1769-1775). Lewis Alley was a very
accomplished gun maker who produced
some very top quality weapons
throughout his career which ended
abruptly in April 1783 when he was killed
following a fall from a horse. Prior to
“Lew” Alley’s death John Gray had
already left his employ and had set- up in
his own right in Blind Quay, Dublin. Lewis
Alley first premises were finally taken
over by his brother George Alley (gun
maker) in 1784. George Alley placed an
advertisement in the Volunteers Journal
stating in part: “ for the better
convenience of carrying on his business

8

in the most extensive manner he has
removed from Clarendon-Street to No
17 Great Ship Street. ( the House
formerly occupied by his brother, the
late Lewis Alley”). This fact implying that
Lewis Alley had retained ownership of 17
Great Ship Street while trading from 2
Palace Street.
John Gray’s first appearance as a gun
maker, in his own right, occurs in 1782
when he discloses his Edinburgh roots
and advertises the invention of his “Jack”
while trading at 21 Blind Quay. (Figs 1 &
3). His first recording in the Dublin trades
directories appears in 1783.( Fig 2) and
his full known trading dates are in (Fig 6).
In firearms, John Gray was accredited
with making guns, blunderbusses and
pistols that fired two shots with one
loading. An example of a superimposed
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pistol can be seen in (Fig 3) and
description in (Fig 5).
The “Jack” or; to describe this invention
more fully, a mechanical rotisserie, was a
device for turning and cooking meat
evenly in front of an open fire. Leonardo
da Vinci and many others are also
accredited with other forms of this
contraption. Prior to mechanical spitturners this operation was undertaken
manually or by dogs that ran on a form of
treadmill connected to pulleys and
gearing. The additional improvement
Gray offered was a clock dial which
allowed the cooking time to be
calculated. Gray sold this mechanism as
both a rotisserie and a time piece. This
contrivance would have been propelled
by a falling lead or stone weight. An
example of a working Jack of the type

J O HN GRA Y: G UN MAKER

Fig 1. Advertisement courtesy of the British Newspaper Archive. Dublin Evening Post 3rd October 1776.

described, can be viewed at the following
link:
h t t p s : / / w w w. yo u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=VdD1ZmqwgWM. Our thanks
for the use of this link.
In (Fig 5a), John Gray is highlighting yet
another of his inventions. A gun that fires
without a trigger. We are not informed of
the working of this type of mechanism
but it is again proof of the many novel
and ingenious methods employed in this
industry to capture the interest and
money from the gun seeking public of
this period. Not only were the artisans of
Dublin great engineers they were also
very good at self promotion as
emphasised in these early advertisements
placed in the Dublin Evening Post and
Saunders Newsletter.

1783
Alley

Lewis

2 Palace St

Dalton

Edward

157 Dawson St

Devine

Thomas

3 Abbey St

Edwards

William

24 Castle St

Gray

John

21 Blind Quay

Hutchinson

Michael

40 Dame St

Morton

William

31 Skinner Row

Rainsford

James

29 Dame St

Thorp

Thomas

Darby Sq

Tomlinson

Robert

11 Liffey Street

Fig 2. John Gray’s first entry in the Dublin trades directory.

It would appear that Mr John Gray was
also a landlord and was offering property
maintained to very high standard and
located in prime positions. Refer to (Fig.
5b). In addition, he must have been a
well respected trader in the city as
advertisers used his standing when
seeking employment. Refer to (Fig 5c).
In the above chart (Fig 6.) John Gray is
absent from the trades directories
between 1805-1813? This omission could
possibly be explained by Gray having
been back in the employ of another gun
maker? This was a common occurrence
at this time as many gun makers fell foul
of bad debts or were found to be better
artisans that accountants! Cash flow must
have been a constant issue as many
trades were involved in producing the
final weapon, such as; lock maker’s,
stockers, filers, barrel makers, engravers,
etc., where stage payments must have
been a very fine balancing act to ensure
the completed weapon/weapons arrived
with the customer at the agreed delivery
date. ??

Fig 3. Advertisement courtesy of The British Newspaper Archive. Saunders Newsletter 25th
June 1782.
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Fig 4. Superimposed single barrelled flintlock pistol with two locks and single trigger.
Photography courtesy of Bonhams.

Fig 5. Advertisement courtesy of the British Newspaper Archive.
Saunders Newsletter 16th March 1784.

Fig. 5a Dublin Evening Post 29th May 1784. Image courtesy
of The British Newspaper Archive.

Fig. 5b Saunders Newsletter 10th June 1795. Image courtesy of The British Newspaper Archive.
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Fig. 5c. Saunders Newsletter 5th August 1825. Image courtesy of The British Newspaper Archive.

The Dublin gun trade before and after
the rebellion on 1798 was a strictly
monitored industry and the importation
of arms and gunpowder was licensed,
and penalties for contravening these
laws were high. A number of Dublin gun
makers who were considered rebels or
supplying arms to rebels during the
Rebellion of 1798 were taken to the
Pigeon House, within Dublin Castle
never to reappear!
However, the
majority were loyal to the Crown and
were only too pleased to express their
loyalty to the Lord Lieutenant. As early
as November, 1779 the working gun
makers of Dublin had sent a petition to
the Independent Volunteers, of which
John Gray was a signatory, expressing
their loyalty to Ireland and the fact they
would not work on any “foreign made

Gray, John

weapons” or work for any master who
used foreign made parts or imported the
same. Some ninety working gun makers
signed this petition which appeared in
the Dublin Evening Post and the
Hibernian Journal.
By 1801,when the Act of Union was
passed, the Board of Ordnance had
decided the cost of manufacture and the
assembly of military pattern weapons in
Dublin was price prohibitive and
therefore this work was transferred to the
London and Birmingham gun trades.
Thereafter the Dublin gun makers were
forced to find alternative markets and
this they achieved by offering very high
quality weapons such as duelling and
target pistols, rifles and sporting guns.
Duelling pistols by the 1840’s were being

1782/1783

21 Blind Quay

1784-1792

21 Lower Exchange Street

1793-1795

13 Lower Exchange Street

1796-1798

2 Bride Quay

1799-1800

Darby Square

1801-1804

1 Bride Quay

1814-1830*

46 Moore Street

used more as target pistols as duelling
had fallen out of favour and the men of
honour resisted the call to “powder and
ball”! Throughout the 19th century Ireland
gained a reputation for making high
quality rifles, those by Wm & John Rigby
and later John Rigby being especially
sought. The final nail in the coffin of the
Irish gun trade was driven home by the
Rising in 1916. At its height at the turn of
the 18th century the Dublin gun trade
could boast some twenty independent
gun makers employing a whole array of
skilled gunsmiths producing work that
was uniquely Celtic in ingenuity,
appearance and style as can be seen
from the work of Mr. John Gray.
David Stroud. ramrodantiques.co.uk

Information supplied via Dublin Trades Directories courtesy of The Pearse Library & The National Library of Ireland, Dublin.

Fig 6. John Gray trading dates and addresses:
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Historic Firearms
and Early Militaria
Premier Auction
May 1-2, 2019

Pair of Silver Mounted Early English Flintlock Pistols by Barbar
To be offered May 1, 2019

Bid in person, by phone,
absentee or live online
View Catalog online at cowans.com
or request a printed catalog by
emailing catalogs@cowans.com
Always Accepting
Quality Consignments
Contact: Jack Lewis
firearms@cowans.com
1.513.871.1670 x227
6270 Este Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45232

BRINGING EXCEPTIONAL OBJECTS TO SOPHISTICATED BUYERS

cowans.com

John
Wilson
Antiques
John Wilson Antiques,
dealer in antique arms for
more than 25 years
Specialist in antique firearms and edged weapons - flintlock,
percussion and obsolete calibre pistols and long arms
daggers, knives and swords from around the world

17th century powder flask,
deeply carved hunting
scene on large boar’s tusk.
£5800.

Tel: 07941 477043
Email: john.wilson.antiques@gmail.com

antiquearmsdealer.co.uk
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The Two Paladins
of Verona
by Ian Bottomley
In the year 1117 an earthquake destroyed a small church in the Italian city of Verona
prompting the citizens to embark on the building of what was to become the Duomo or
cathedral of the city. This new church, known as the Santa Maria Assunta, was designed and
constructed in the then fashionable Romanesque style by Maestro Nicolaus in 1139 i and
consecrated in 1187ii. Although the building has seen some modifications and addition, the
portal and projecting porch remain as originally conceived. Decorating the splayed portal are
ten small statues of prophets, on either side of which, and somewhat hidden by large plain
columns supporting the porch, are two, almost life-size, military figures. Local tradition has it
that the two guardians represent the two principle paladins, Roland and Oliver iii of
Charlemagne’s court, known locally as Rolando and Uliviero, an identification substantiated
by the sword ‘Durandal’ held by Roland. What is remarkable is the detail and state of
preservation of the two figures, almost certainly because of their position behind the two
pillars supporting the portico. Even more remarkably is the fact that the wealth of detail
depicted is almost totally absent from the literature on armour, the only reference so far
found being two tiny sketches.
The figure of Roland on the left of the
door is depicted holding a shield and
armed with a sword. With his left foot
he tramples a small winged creature that
may be an allegory of evil. He wears a
helmet that could be described as a
cervelliere, but with the crown drawn up
to a point positioned towards the front
of the head. At the front a slight ridge
develops towards the apex whilst similar
ridges start above each ear and curve
up to the point. Around the lower edge,
fastened in place by a series of rivets is
a band, engraved with a line along each
edge. The helmet is smooth and devoid
of any suggestion of rivets suggesting it
was forged from a single piece of metal.
There is no neck guard, the wearer’s
hair, dressed in long ringlets, being
depicted filling the space between the
ear and the supporting masonry.
Attached the helmet on the left side, in
front of the ear, is a chinstrap that
fastens to a buckle riveted to the rim of
the helmet on the right. The chinstrap is
joined by other straps attached to the
centre, rear of the helmet that terminate
in loops through which the chinstrap is
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threaded. Under the chinstrap is some
form of defence that curves down on
either side of the face and covers the
chin almost to the lower lip. Exactly
what the sculptor was trying to represent
by this is not immediately apparent. It is
carved as a series of curving rows of
slightly raised dots. It is not a
conventionally carved beard since the
moustache and the hair have been
naturalistically depicted. Elsewhere on
the statue mail is carefully delineated
with each link being carved almost in
the round. If this detail is mail, and it is
difficult to think what else it might be, it
is possible that it was of such small links
that the artist felt unable to depict it in
any other way. Whatever it is, this
feature does not extend behind the
strap or cover either the ears or the
hair. The only conclusion that seems
plausible is that it is a U shaped panel of
fine mail attached to the brim of the
helmet at the temples and extending
down around the chin and protecting
the throat.
The defence for the body consists of a
hauberk of heavy mail reaching to the
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knees with sleeves that terminate at the
elbow. Just visible above the shield is
what appears to be a low standing collar
of two or three rows of links. It is worn
over a tunic whose lower edge hangs
below the knee and whose sleeves
terminate below the elbow. It is clear
from the way the fabric drapes over the
knees that this undergarment is not
padded. Although it is somewhat
eroded, the lower arm is covered to the
wrist by an inner sleeve marked with
horizontal lines.
The left leg alone is protected by a mail
chause, or stocking, that extends as a
flap over the foot. There is no indication
of any seam in the mail from where it
emerges from under the tunic to just
below mid calf at which point there is a
slit on the inside of the leg that extends
to just below the ankle. This slit is closed
by a thong threaded through the links in
a zig-zag manner being tied off with
several turns around the ankle. Clearly
this slit was to allow the foot to pass
through the narrowest part of the
chause. A further thong holds the flap
in place over the top of the foot,
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crossing from side to side under the
sole of the shoe. On the un-armoured
right leg is a plain stocking and a simple
pointed-toed shoe fastened with thongs
tied in a reef knot over the instep.
The figure carries a typical kite-shaped
shield of the period, rather flattened
along its upper edge, that extends from
the shoulder to below the knee and is
slightly concave to the body. It is shown
with a wide raised border and a large
elaborate central boss or umbo
surrounded
by
applied
foliate
decoration in relief. The sword carried
by the figure has a broad double-edged
blade tapering gently to a somewhat
rounded point. A central fuller runs
from the cross to a point about two
thirds of the length of the blade where
it fades out. In the fuller, inscribed in
capital letters, is the name of Roland’s
sword:
+ DV

RIN DAR

DA

The cross is a straight bar of constant
depth but tapering in section to each
end. The pommel has suffered
somewhat from some erosion but
appears to have been of brazil-nut
shape. There is no indication of
decoration on either the cross or
pommel. No scabbard is visible on the
carving but it is just possible it is hidden
behind the shield. On a large octagonal
marble font installed in 1123 in the
baptistery attached to the cathedral are
depicted eight scenes from the nativity.
One panel depicts Herod ordering his
forces to undertake the killing of the
‘First Born’. The soldiers are shown
wearing rather sketchy depictions of
Roman armour but carry contemporary
swords. One of the warriors wears his
sword belt around the waist in the
conventional manner but another is
shown with the belt fastened over his
right shoulder, the hilt of the sword
positioned over the right breast with
the scabbard hanging down his front.

Roland

The second figure representing Oliver is
less easily interpreted. Unlike the first
he is shown standing on a plain bracket
rather than on any kind of monster. His
shield is held so close to the front of the
body that very little of his costume is
visible, but what can be seen is that he
is wearing a long tunic reaching to midcalf whose undecorated full skirt hangs
in loose pleats. From the side it is clear
that the tunic is pulled in tightly at the
waist by a narrow belt of some form.
The sleeves reach to the wrist where
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unadorned shaft that terminates in a
collar topped by a loop that seems to
be of two layers of thick leather.
Attached to this are two oval links, again
marked as if of made of two layers of
leather and an upper link or ‘stem’ that
terminates a rounded ball carved with
vertical ribs between which are raised
studs or bosses. The fact that the ‘stem’
is shown bending suggests all the links
are of leather rather than metal.
On Oliver’s head, when view from its
left, is what at first sight appears to be
stylised curled hair that covers the ear
and arches over the brow. That this is
what is being depicted is unlikely since,
like the first figure, his moustache is
naturally depicted. In addition, running
from beneath the lower edge, along the
angle of the jaw and under the chin is a
strip mail. Viewed from its right, this
chinstrap can be seen continuing up
and passing under what look like curled
tresses that cover the ear and flow over
and onto the masonry behind. Clearly
Oliver is wearing some form of head
covering fitted with a mail chin-strap.
Exactly what is being depicted is rather
difficult to interpret but it seems to be a
‘wig’ of some type that is flexible and
required a chinstrap to hold it in place.
Whether this ‘wig’ covered a rigid
helmet cannot be determined but it
may have been simply a thickly padded
cap decorated with stylised curls.
Although by convention the two figures
are supposed to represent the two
paladins, what they really depict are
carefully observed heavy and light
Italian infantry of the twelfth century
and the armour and weapons they
were equipped with.
Notes
i Maestro Nicholaus also created and signed the
entrance to the abbey church of San Zeno in
Verona and Ferrar Cathedral. http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Verona_Cathedral
ii The Cathedral Complex; Associazione Chiese
Vive Verona, undated
iii The story of Roland and Oliver is thought to
date from between 1040 and 1115 and this may
have been the inspiration for the figures. http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Song_of_Roland

Oliver

they are decorated with an applied cuff
of ornate braid. A similar braid encircles
the sleeve at the upper arm, the
intervening spaces being decorated
with chevrons and foliate decoration.
On his feet he is wearing pointed shoes
tied over the instep in reef knots.
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The shield carried by this figure is
essentially similar to that already
described with a wide applied border,
decorated umbo and foliate reinforces.
This figure does not appear to be armed
with a sword, instead it is depicted as
carrying a kind of flail with a straight
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The British Needle-gun and
Joseph Needham 1852-1867
by Tom Heptinstall
Introduction to the Needle-Fire Principle
To most historians of arms and armour, the immediate thought when hearing the terms
‘needle-fire’ or ‘needle-gun’ is of the famous Dreyse or ‘Zündnadelgewehr’. The Dreyse was
adopted by the Prussian military in 1841, received its trial by fire in the German revolutions
of 1848-9 and remained in service until 1873. The principle of ‘needle-fire’, however, was
not a Prussian invention, but a British one. Its origins can be traced to Abraham Adolph
Mosar, an engineer from Surrey, on 15th December 1831.1 Mosar’s musket was muzzleloading, and utilised an elongated cartridge that contained detonating powder between the
wad at the base of the bullet and the powder. Mosar’s musket was not successful, however,
as cartridges carrying their own means of ignition were deemed at the time to be ‘too
extravagant for investigation2.’
It is fitting, therefore, that the Dreyse
trialled by British military authorities was a
British copy, constructed at the Royal
Small Arms Factory, Enfield by Francis
Lovell in 1850.
This British rifle performed admirably
under trial, having a faster rate of fire
than any contemporary British firearm
and the second highest accuracy.3
Unfortunately it had serious flaws that
prevented any further trial. The first of
these was the gas escape, which was so
bad that the flash was ‘at length sensibly
felt in the face of the man who fired, and
also felt by the soldier on his left.’4 Other
issues lay in the fact that the needle
quickly eroded and had to be replaced,
often becoming ‘furred’ to a point where
it would not pull back to be cocked. 5
In March 1851, the British Small Arms
Committee produced an interim report
on breech-loading rifles that included an

improved Dreyse invented by the Prussian
engineer, Dr. Kufahl.6 Although the
defects recorded the previous year were
not apparent in Kufahl’s designs, the
Committee deemed the needle-gun too
costly and unsuited for military use. In
appreciation of their work, Kufahl and
the other gunmakers were personally
thanked by the Committee, and in some
cases further experimentation was
performed. No breech-loader included
in the 1851 trial was British, and so the
Small Arms Committee still retained an
openness to breech-loading rifle
submissions from British gunmakers.
Enter Joseph Needham
A respected gunmaker, Joseph Needham,
provided the British response to the
continental breech-loading counterparts
with his own needle-gun design.
Operating out of Piccadilly in London
during the 1850s, Joseph Needham was

already a well-established shotgun maker,
described as ‘one of the best’ by The
Observer newspaper in 1851.7 Whilst
based in London, he patented a design
of needle-gun that incorporated a
swinging breech-block as patent number
184 of 1852.8
As the historian David Westwood shows
with examples in his book, ‘Rifles: An
Illustrated History of Their Impact,’ the
swinging breech-block of the Needham
was originally designed to function
vertically.9 The same rifle is also
photographed in Blackmore’s British
Military Firearms 1650-1850 but, no
further information is provided.10 Both
historians examined the example housed
in the Royal Armouries collection today
and which corresponds exactly with that
shown in the patent number 184.11
In order to operate the Needham, a small
handle attached to the right side of the

Figure 1. XII.365, Needle-fire Dreyse Prototype constructed at Enfield (Courtesy of the Royal Armouries)
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Figure 2. Noel, C., A.D. 1852, Needham’s Rifle Specification, Drawings to specifications of British patents of invention relating to firearms,
projectile, etc., AD 1718 to AD 1854.

breech-block was raised vertically. This
caused the breech-block to be pulled
upwards at a right angle to the barrel,
pivoted at the rear by a horizontal pin.
The cartridge was then inserted into the
exposed chamber. The reverse motion
on the handle closes the breech-block
and locks it in place. The action of
securing the handle also simultaneously
cocked the spring within the breechblock, which was released by the trigger
sear when pressed for firing. This spring
drove the needle forward into the
cartridge and detonated the fulminate
contained inside it. This method of
operation is similar to a modern boltaction rifle.12

Needham to Woolwich to investigate his
needle-gun. Coincidentally, Needham
ventured to Woolwich two weeks later,
just in time for the further experiments
upon Dr. Kufahl’s needle-gun by Lord
Ranelagh. As he had arrived with no
formal appointment, Needham’s needlegun was only handled and was not at this
point test fired.16 Reporting upon events,
The Times newspaper suggested that an
appointment would be made where the
rifle would be trialled; however, there is
no evidence of this trial ever occurring.
As Kufahl’s rifle was rejected due to cost,
weight and difficulty of repair, it is
reasonable to assume that Needham’s
design suffered the same fate.17

Alongside his needle-gun, Needham also
invented a purpose-built cartridge for
use within his designs. In a needle-gun, it
is the elongated firing pin and the
cartridge itself that separate it from the
modern bolt-actions of today. In
Needham’s cartridge, the paper case
contained a percussion cap at the centre
of its base to function as the primer. This
primer was encased by a ‘gutta percha’
(gutta percha is a natural rubber
substitute) wad.13 The powder was placed
between the primer and the bullet, as in
a normal cartridge, and was topped by a
wad and the conical bullet was affixed to
the top of the cartridge by a small circular
washer. When firing, the needle would
perforate the paper base and strike the
primer and ignite the powder. The bullet
and the wad above the powder would be
propelled out of the barrel, leaving
behind the gutta percha wad.14 This was
then manually withdrawn with a small
string tab.

Curiously, in the period between his
appearance at Woolwich and the
submission of the needle-gun patent in
1852, the rifles that Needham
manufactured began to appear as two
distinct variants. The first was that as
shown in his patent, whilst the second
utilised a horizontally swinging breechblock, rather than a vertical one. In the
horizontal block variant, the bolt handle
no longer cocked the bolt, and instead a
small manual cocking handle was
incorporated into the side of the bolt

Needham’s design was known to the
Small Arms Committee prior to its official
patent being filed, as he personally
demonstrated a prototype in June 1851 at
the Great Exhibition.15 This demonstration
prompted the Committee to invite
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Figure 3. Noel, C., A.D. 1852, Needham’s
Cartridge Specification, Drawings to
specifications of British patents of invention
relating to firearms, projectile, etc., AD 1718
to AD 1854.
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itself. A rifle built to these specifications
currently resides in the Small Arms School
Corps collection at Warminster:
The first reason for this design change is
that Needham’s speciality was not military
rifles, but sporting guns. When
constructing a side-by-side double
barrelled shotgun, the handle on a
vertically swinging breech-block would
have impeded the free movement of the
other breech-block. By rotating the
action to the sides, both barrels could be
loaded at the breech simultaneously.
Many
of
Needham’s
shotguns
constructed with horizontally swinging
breech-blocks exist today both privately
and in public collections.
As Needham was selling his rifles and
shotguns privately, one would assume
that the customer would decide whether
they preferred a vertical or horizontal
breech affixed to their rifle. A second
reason for this design change could be
that of safety. Needham’s first variant
automatically cocked on closing, and had
no safety mechanism in place. To the
Small Arms Committee this would have
been deemed too dangerous, especially
if needle’s spring was compressed only
by a small sear which could quite easily
be disengaged by jarring. In the horizontal
block variant, the manual cocking lever
removed this problem.
Following his rifle’s unrecorded rejection,
Needham appeared eager to market his
needle-gun to the rifle volunteers. In
March 1853, Lord Raglan, the Duke of
Wellington and their friends were
examining American firearms at the
Victoria Rifle Club. The examination was
led by the representative of the Marston’s
patent rifle, Mr. Moulton.18 Joseph
Needham, who was apparently a social
rival to Mr. Moulton, appeared with his
needle-gun and proceeded to show
those present ‘what he can do.’19
Needham fired twelve shots from his
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Figure 4. 0074, Needham’s Breech Loader, 1852 (Courtesy of the Small Arms School Corps Collection, Warminster)

needle-gun in sixty seconds with great
precision. As a result, the performance
was considered superior to all of the
American rifles exhibited that day.20
Reporting on the incident, The Times
newspaper did note, however, that the
rifle was ‘not so well known as it should
be’ and that the Needham (amongst
other British designs present at the 1851
Great Exhibition) were all ‘never properly
tested.’21 Again, although there were
suggestions of further trials in the future,
there is no known evidence of these ever
materialising.22
Unlike other inventors of breech-loading
rifles who frequently returned to the
Small Arms Committees with improvement
upon improvement, Needham appears to
have become temporarily disinterested in
pursuing a military contract for his designs,
as his fame as a well-known and respected
shotgun and sporting rifle maker ensured
his business was successful. This success
led him to expand his business, forming a
partnership with a gun maker from the
Westley Richards company and opening
a second premises in New Street,
Birmingham in 1861.23 Although the
partnership ended the same year,
Needham remained at his new location,
whilst his brother George Henry

Needham remained in the Piccadilly
premises. The pair continued to patent
improvements in breech-loading rifles
and shot guns (including designs of
tubular magazine arms) until the famous
W.W. Greener took over the business
upon Joseph’s retirement in 1874.24
Returning to the Allure of a Military
Contract
On 23rd August 1864, the Secretary of
State for War announced a competition
for British inventors and gunmakers for
methods of conversion of the Pattern
1853 Enfield rifle into a breech-loader
for general service.25 Enticed by the
allure of a government bounty, Needham
submitted an example Pattern 1853
Enfield converted to needle-fire.
Although it was initially set aside amongst
other bolt-action and needle-guns for
further consideration, issues with rusting
and gas escape ensured that it was
quickly rejected.26
It was accepted by the War Office,
however, that the conversion of the
Pattern 1853 Enfield was a temporary
measure, as they immediately set out to
establish a new ‘perfected’ breechloading rifle for service.27 Although the

Small Arms Committee had a general
idea over what constituted a ‘perfect’
breech-loading rifle, it was deemed
necessary for them to invite the country’s
thirty-three best gun and ammunition
makers to a conference to discuss the
matter, which took place on 28th
November 1865. The purpose of the
conference was for ‘eminent gunmakers,
whether competitors or not, to elicit
opinion on the 0.45 bore, ammunition
with its own ignition and to express the
views of the trade.’28 Joseph Needham’s
respected status as a gunmaker is shown
through his invitation to attend and
contribute to the conference.
Following the War Office’s conference
invitation, Needham had been given an
insight as to what the Small Arms
Committee desired in their ‘perfected’
breech-loader. This knowledge inspired
him and his brother to modify Joseph’s
vertical block patented needle-gun into a
centrefire design as patent number 2709
of that year, to present at the
conference.29 The War Office’s call for
submissions of the ‘perfect arm’,
however, did not commence until 22nd
October 1866, with the Small Arms
Committee setting strict prerequisites to
which the competitors had to conform to

Figure 5. XII.3346, Needlefire breech-loading double-barrelled shotgun (Courtesy of the Royal Armouries)
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be considered for service. The rifle could
not exceed nine pounds five ounces, or
be longer than fifty-one inches. They had
to be capable of firing at least twelve
rounds per minute and also be extremely
accurate: at 300 yards they could not
have more than a six-inch shot deviation
and at 500 they could have no more than
twelve inches deviation.30
Joseph Needham submitted three
variants of his centrefire rifle to the
Committee. Unfortunately, all three
examples failed to meet the Committee’s
specifications, as they had been
constructed prior to the Committee’s
decision on what the specifications would
actually be. They were therefore rejected
from the competition. Of the three, rifles
No.2 and No.3 were immediately
rejected, as No.2 was too short for
service and No.3 was submitted in an
‘unfinished state’.31 Rifle No.1 however,
although unsuitable for service, did
warrant further examination. The
Committee’s description of the No.1
variant describes its operation as follows:

The barrel is prolonged at the breech by

a cylinder open at the right side. The
breech is closed by a block opening out
laterally on a vertical pivot at the fore
part of the open cylinder. The extractor
is a lever of the first order on the
vertical pivot, and is worked by the
action of opening the breech. A piston
passes through the axis of the breechblock and is forced forward by a peculiar
wedge-shaped hammer, worked by a
common lock. The hammer also answers
the purpose of a locking bolt, and
prevents the breech being blown
open.32
Rifle No.1 was subsequently trialled by
Needham himself in front of the
Committee on 20th June 1867.33 In terms
of rapidity, Needham achieved twelve
shots in fifty-nine seconds, which was
deemed acceptable. Sadly, at 500 yards
Needham could only manage a grouping
of fourteen inches, against the
aforementioned limit of twelve.34 As it
failed to reach standard, no further tests
were conducted with rifle No.1. These
three failed submissions were to be
Needham’s final attempts at securing a
contract with the British military.

Conclusions
Whilst the needle-gun was successful on
the continent, with the Prussian Dreyse
and later the French Chassepot, the
needle-fire principle never attained much
military favour in Britain. The principle
was considered too expensive, too heavy
and too liable to damage. Joseph
Needham’s needle-gun was therefore
somewhat anomalous. In its various forms
it gained favour within British sporting and
volunteer markets, and on several
occasions even piqued the interest of the
British military authorities.
The issues inherent to the needle-gun
could not ultimately be overcome,
however, and Needham eventually
conceded and began designing centrefire
rifles that operated with a bolt-action and
conventional
cartridge
instead.
Interestingly, in 1888, twenty-one years
after Needham’s bolt-action was rejected
from trial, the British military officially
adopted a bolt-action magazine rifle
(based on the design of James Paris Lee),
in the form of the Magazine Lee-Metford.
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Mob. 07775 643762, john@johnsloughoflondon.co.uk ,
www.johnsloughoflondon.co.uk

1-6 &
27

John Wilson
Antiques

London AAF, P.O. Box 174, Leeds, LS10 9EU, Mob. 07941
477043, john.wilson.antiques@gmail.com ,
www.antiquearmsdealer.co.uk

23-26
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SUMMER
SPITFIRE
OF

1 JULY – 15 SEPTEMBER 2019
A SEASON OF ACTIVITIES CENTRED AROUND
THE MOST ICONIC AIRCRAFT EVER BUILT
I N C L U D I N G

BATTLE OF BRITAIN NIGHT
SPITFIRE SELFIE STATION * SPITFIRE FAMILY RUN
* SPITFIRE COOKIE DECORATING *
* BATTLE OF BRITAIN AIRCRAFT TOUR *
* BATTLE OF BRITAIN DAY *

HOME OF THE SPITFIRE
COLINDALE STATION

FREE ADMISSION
RAFMUSEUM.ORG/LONDON
Charges apply for some activities and events.
Please check our website for timings and details.

I N D EX O F EX H IBIT O R S

Lambert & Lambert
Antiques (Chris
Lambert)

35 Cromer Road, Tooting, SW17 9JN, Mob. 07709 807959,
Lambert.antiques@outlook.com, www.lambertantiques.com

56-58

M.L.A.G.B. (Ken
Hocking)

MLAGB C/O EML Team, Unit 5, 130 Worcester Road,
Doitwich Spa, Worcestershire, WR5 6AN, Tel. 01732 463 214,
kenneth.hocking@btinternet.com

54

Martin Giles
Antiques

Barnet, Herts, Tel. 0208 441 3380, Fax 0208 441 3432,
Mob. 07860 782286, info@mgantiques.co.uk,
www.mgantiques.co.uk

33-35

Northern Arms
(Alan Tidswell)

28-29

G. Parr Antiques

96 Aldrens Lane, Lancaster, LA1 2DT, Tel. 07525 856687,
arranarms@yahoo.co.uk

10-12

Pete Holder
Antique American
Firearms

18 Prospect Court, Sydenham Road, Guildford, GU1 3ST,
41-44
Tel. 01483 277 788, Fax 01483 277 784, Mob. 07778 008008,
info@peteholder.com, www.peteholder.com

Thomas del Mar Ltd
(Patrick Shutt)

25 Blythe Road, London, W14 0PD, Tel. 0207 602 4805,
enquires@thomasdelmar.com, www.thomasdelmar.com

37-38

West Street
Antiques (Philip
Spooner)

63 West Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1BS,
Tel. 01306 883 487, Mob. 07855 519934, Fax 01306 883487,
weststant@aol.com, www.antiquearmsandarmour.com

7-9
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requires

ANTIQUE

FIREARMS

DRAGOON • POCKET • NAVY • ARMY • POLICE • DERRINGER
SEMI-AUTOS • 1873 SINGLE ACTIONS • 1877/8 DOUBLE ACTIONS
Plus ALL COLT Accessories, Cases, Moulds, Flasks, Holster,
Books and Associated Material

Cased Colt Model 1851 Navy percussion revolver serial number 199819 manufactured
circa 1866. Cased with full accessories.

BUY • SELL • TRADE

ALSO DEALING IN REMINGTON l S&W l WINCHESTER
P.O. Box 1199, Guildford, GU1 9JR
Telephone: 01483 277788 Fax: 01483 277784 Mobile: 07778 008008
email: info@peteholder.co.uk
Website: www.peteholder.co.uk

ROCK ISLAND AUCTION COMPANY

3 Day live
public auction

PREMIER AUCTION: Fine, Historic, & Investment Grade Firearms

SEPTEMBER 6TH, 7TH & 8TH
Historically Significant Captain
Joseph Belton Style Prototype
Repeating Four-Shot Flintlock
Pistol with Wooden Model and
Extensive Documentation

®

Over 2700 Lots

Rare Only Known Matched Pair
of E.H. Collier Second Model
Revolving Flintlock Pistols

Scarce and Desirable Royal Navy
Contract Henry Nock Flintlock
Seven Barrel Volley Gun

Elaborate Gold and Silver Inlaid,
Engraved, and Carved B.N. Parisis
Percussion Jaeger Rifle

RIAC is represented by Howard Dixon Associates

®
Undisputed World Leader for Quality
Collectable and Antique Firearms

Cased Pair of Exhibition Quality Gold Ornamented Miller & Val.
Greiss Breech Loading Single Shot Target Pistols

ALWAYS ACCEPTING QUALITY CONSIGNMENTS
Contact or our Acquisitions
Department 001-309-797-1500 or
Email: guns@rockislandauction.com
7819 42nd Street West, Rock Island, IL 61201 P: 001-309-797-1500 F: 001-309-797-1655 E: info@rockislandauction.com ∙ Fully Licensed Class III Auctioneer

Ltd. and can be reached by +44 (0)7752 344865
ORDER YOUR FULL-COLOR 3-VOLUME SET
CATALOG CALL 001-309-797-1500 ($85 INC. S&H)

CATALOG ONLINE NOW!
WWW.ROCKISLANDAUCTION.COM
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Master Gunmaker
Restorer of Artillery
Antique Arms
Cased pair of D/B Percussion Officers
Pistols by John Manton.

Cased Percussion Pepperbox
Revolver by Parker of London.

Cased pair of Percussion
Dueling Pistols by Samuel Nock.

PO Box 355 • Hereford • HR2 9YE
Tel: 07775 643762
E-mail: info@johnsloughoflondon.co.uk
www.johnsloughoflondon.co.uk

